Country Hearts Pot Holder
Brighten up your kitchen or someone special's
kitchen with this beautiful super thick pot holder.

Material
 Medium Yarn 4-ply #4 weight - scraps
 Hook - G (aluminum)
 Yarn Needle
Gage
26 sc = 8 inches

Notes
- Squares are worked in the diagonal.
- Each sc (single crochet) is worked in front and
back loop of previous row.
- Follow chart for yarn colors.
- Change yarn color in last yarn over hook (yoh) of
present color, use new color for yoh, draw new
color yarn through 2 loops on hook. Bring dropped
color yarn to front in front of hook and to the right.

Front of Pot Holder
Increase Rows
Row 1: 3 sc in slip loop, adjust loop. Ch 2, turn. - 3
sc
Row 2: 2 sc in 1st sc, sc in next sc, 2 sc in last sc.
Ch 2, turn. - 5 sc
Row 3: 2 sc in first sc, sc in each sc across, 2 sc in
last sc. Ch 2, turn. - 7 sc
Rows 4 - 17: Repeat row 3. Each new row will
increase by 2 stitches with 35 sc in 17th row.
Decrease Rows
Row 18: Dec across first 2 sc (draw up loop in
each of first 2 sc, yoh, draw through all 3 loops on
hook), sc in each sc across, dec in last 2 sc. Ch 2,
turn. - 33 sc
Row 19 - 32: Repeat row 18. Each new row will
decrease by 2 stitches. - 5 sc. Tie off, weave in
ends.
Back of Pot Holder
Repeat front without hearts.
Finish
Join front and back with sc in end of each row and
3 sc in each of the 3 corners and a chain loop over
top (ch1 turn, sc over chain loop) for hanging. Tie
off, weave in ends.

TERMS OF USE
All patterns are original designs by Monarae, and are for personal use only (family and friends
included). You may, however, sell, raffle, trade, donate or auction the finished items with no
restrictions.
Any comments or questions please contact oKay.Crochet@gmail.com directly.

